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CLICK HERE: access the Emerging Literacy Yammer site:
including resources from the Emerging Literacy networks
Emerging Literacy Local Networks
The second round of Emerging Literacy Networks took place in October and November. The year group
networks explored:
 Year 1 – Words Up (Primary) key messages, Pre-Teaching Vocabulary and Verbal Reasoning and
Abstract Thinking
 Year 2 and Year 3 – Pencil Control development and ‘What makes an Early Level writer?’.
The slides and materials shared at the networks can be found in the document store on the Yammer
site. The links to the resources on the Highland Literacy Blog can also be found below:

Year 1 – those new to the Emerging Literacy networks in 2018/2019
Words Up Key Messages
Pre-Teaching Vocabulary
https://highlandliteracy.com/wo https://highlandliteracy.com/
rds-up-key-messages/
oral-language-toolkit/preteaching-vocabulary/
You can access the Words Up
posters on this link (including the
Words Up Early posters in Gaelic).

Pre-Teaching Vocabulary is a
whole-school approach to
vocabulary instruction. The link
includes a whole-school training
resource (with facilitator’s notes),
a link to Pip St John’s materials
and our PTV guidance guidance
(also attached).

Blanks Language
https://highlandliteracy.com/
oral-language-toolkit/verbalreasoning-and-abstractthinking/
The Blanks Language scheme
can be used to support
developmentally appropriate
interactions and questioning. The
link takes you to a whole-school
training PowerPoint for staff (with
facilitator’s notes), our Verbal
Reasoning and Abstract Thinking
guidance (also attached) and links
to resources (such as the Blanks
Question Fans).

Year 2/ Year 3 – those in their second/ third year of the Emerging Literacy
networks in 2018/2019
Pencil Control Skills
https://highlandliteracy.com/emerging-literacy-pencil-control-skills/
Pencil control concepts are the different aspects which underpin the way in which you hold and
manoeuvre the pencil on the page in a purposeful manner. Teachers in early primary can assess
children’s pencil control skills using the pencil control screen and plan for pencil control development
using the ideas from this Pencil Control Concepts Toolkit.

Network 3 – Emerging Literacy Buddy Networks
The next Emerging Literacy Network will be taking place on Monday 14th
January 2019, 4pm – 6pm. The January 2019 networks are organised into
Buddy Network Groups where schools are meeting in one of 86 different
locations across the Northern Alliance (in person and using technology).

CLICK HERE – Buddy Network Information
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Emerging Literacy: 18/19 Interim Report (December 2018)
On Friday 14th December 2018, the Northern Alliance Raising Attainment in Literacy,
Language and Communication: 18/19 Interim Report was published. The report
summarises the progress made in taking a developmental approach to Emerging
Literacy. The summary (pgs. 2 – 3) details the key points and recommendations
moving forward for the remainder of the academic session.

CLICK HERE: Northern Alliance – RAILLC – Interim Report – December 2018

Resource shared this term:
Blog post link:
https://tinyurl.com/EL
DEC18WU

https://tinyurl.com/EL
DEC18WNRW

Description:
The Words Up: Early (Level 1) Key Messages for Adult/ Child Interaction
training has been developed by speech and language therapists in
Highland for adults to support their interactions with children, leading to
improved speech, language and communication for children.
World Nursery Rhyme Week was in November. As part of the week they
published a number of resources to support rhyme awareness and
detection. These resources can be used all year round when developing a
rhyme and rhythm rich environment as part of Rhyme of the Week.

